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CHAPTER 4. ANALYTICAL DETAILS 

Objective: 

In statistical terms, the objective of the study was to develop a method of combining the 
characteristics of a stela as independent, or predictor, variables so as to estimate the 
dependent, or target, variable, the reign in which the stela was made. To realise this aim, it was 
necessary to examine as large a number as possible of stelae that could be certainly dated on 
internal evidence, to tabulate their characteristics, and to use appropriate mathematical 
analytical techniques to try to develop the required method of examination. The characteristics 
and features have been defined in Chapter 3.  

Tests Performed: 

The following tests are given in some detail in Meulman and Heiser (1999). 

• Univariate Analysis: To ensure that the subsequent analyses would be reliable, after the 
data was transferred from the hand-written tables into the databases, each variable was 
analysed to check that the data was complete and that there were no values introduced 
wrongly. Only when I was satisfied with the raw data were the subsequent analyses carried 
out. 

• Bivariate Significance Tests: Irrespective of what final technique was to be used, it was 
thought to be important to select those predictor variables which, separately, had a 
significant relationship with the target variable, i.e. those characteristics that differed 
sufficiently from one period to another to contribute to estimating the reign in which a 
particular stela was made. This was carried out using the SPSS CROSSTABS program, 
and, because of the small number of samples in some of the categories, 10% significance 
(instead of the more usual 5%) and Fisher’s Exact Test were used as the selection criteria. 
In other words, any predictor variable (characteristic) selected has nine chances in ten of 
being truly related to the target variable (reign). This test was carried out for each of the 
original databases. 

• Optimal Scaling Analysis: To try to allow for possible interactions between the predictor 
variables, various categorical multivariate analysis techniques were tried, using the 
significant variables from the bivariate significance tests. These included the following 
analyses from the SPSS suite: 

� CATREG, categorical regression with optimal scaling; 

� OVERALS, nonlinear canonical correlation analysis; 

� ANACOR, correspondence analysis using the Chi-square distance measure. 

Each of these programs produces graphical output which proved not to be helpful in 
providing guidance for examining an undated stela to estimate the reign in which it was 
made. They do not meet the objective of the research. These tests were therefore made only 
on the Pattern Database and the results were not carried forward for further analysis   

• Classification Tree Analysis: Because the multivariate categorical graphical analyses did 
not provide a method that met the objectives, it was decided to abandon the methods 
providing graphical output and to use ANSWERTREE (SPSS Inc, 2001), in which the 
significant predictor variables are used sequentially, beginning with the most significant and 
then using the others in order of their significance, to segment the data into groups 
according to the values assigned to the variable currently being considered. For variables 
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with more than two values the most significant grouping is determined. For example, if 
there are three values, the most significant arrangement might be either to keep the three 
classifications or to keep one separate and to group the other two (which might be done in 
three different ways); the most significant of these four arrangements is then used.  

• The result is a decision tree which, for any stela, provides a stepwise examination 
procedure for estimating the reign in which it was made. The process is described in detail, 
under the title CHAID, by Perreault and Barksdale  (1980). 

Preparations for processing: 

The steps in analysing the data were as follows: 

Each individual database was processed to detect errors and omissions, which were corrected 
before any data manipulation was performed. Then the contents of the databases were altered 
as follows. 

• Because of the small number of stelae from the reigns of Senusret II and Amenemhat IV, 
these were grouped respectively with those of Senusret III (on the grounds of a stela 
containing cartouches of both kings and a putative coregency) and Amenemhat III (on the 
grounds of the combined cartouche of the stela Tubingen 464 and two stelae with the 
cartouches of both kings). 

• To simplify later analysis, additional variables were added to summarise some groups of 
variables; for example, a group variable was added to indicate that a particular stela under 
consideration has in the tableau database variables representing offerings. These group 
variables are not shown in the lists of variables nor in the tables, but were used only for 
convenience in the analyses.   

• After a couple of trials, it was realised that anomalies were occurring where blanks had 
meaning in the tables, so ‘z’ was entered into every blank space in the database to 
represent absence of a feature.  

• In the Pattern Database, to reduce the number of characteristics with only one or two 
occurrences, the following characteristics were grouped: 

� Shp: ‘p’, ‘l’ ‘d’ and ‘o’ were grouped under ‘p’, i.e. stelae of landscape and 
false door format and the one offering table were combined with portrait-form 
stelae and classed as rectangular stelae. Thus only three shapes - rectangular (p), 
semicircular top (s) and arcuate top (a) - were considered. 

� Ank: ‘a’, ‘d’, ‘e’ and ‘f’, i.e. variables  representing references to life, 
dominion and stability with no reference to Ra, were grouped under ‘a’; then ‘r’ 
and ‘s’, variables referring to life like that of Ra, were grouped under ‘r’. Thus, 
only two groups - those referring to Ra  and those not referring to Ra - were 
considered in the ‘di anx’ epithet. 

• All epithets of any second king were omitted, since they are not related to the king reigning 
at the time of manufacture of the stela. 

• In the Text Database because they almost invariably occur together, the following pairs of 
gifts were processed as one: 

� Brd and Ale (bread and beer), referred to as Brd. 
� Ala and Lin (alabaster and clothing), referred to as Ala. 
� Cow and Fow (oxen and fowl), referred to as Cow. 
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Results of Bivariate Significance Tests 

As stated above, because of the relatively small sample number of stelae, it was decided to 
include in the subsequent analysis variables that were significantly correlated with the reigning 
kings at the 10% significance level. In the event, variables fell into two groups, those 
significant at less than 12 % and those of which the significance level was 20% or more. Those 
in the former group were included in later analyses because this gave a clear grouping of those 
variables significant at levels below 12% as distinct from the other variables. Thus the 
statements made in the decision trees or tables are not certainties, but probabilities of 88% or 
better. In fact, in the following lists, the variables marked with an asterisk proved to be 
significant at the 5% level, i.e. nineteen chances in twenty of being truly significant. 

The significant variables found in the initial tests of the original databases were: 

For the Pattern Database: 

� Shp, the shape of the stela (included at slightly over 12% significance to 
provide an extra variable when the data was analysed after eliminating the 
internal dating characteristics) 

� Lgd*, gods’ images in the lunette 

� Eye*, wdjat-eyes in the lunette 

� Bth*, presence of the king’s birth name 

� Hnm*, presence of the king’s Horus name 

� Ank*, the presence or absence of Ra in the di anx  epithet 

� Clg*, the long cartouche format 

� Kg2*, presence of a second king’s cartouche. 

For the Text Database: 

� Itp, Anubis on his mountain 

� Uxx*, the presence of Wepwawet (one of the added variables not listed) 

� Wnp*, lord of the Sacred Land 

� Osr*, Osiris’ name with determinative 

� Odd*, format of Ddw 

� Dht*, presence of Thoth 

� Aab, reference to ‘all the gods of Abydos’ 

� Own, format of the ascription to the owner 

� Inc*, inclusion of incense in the offering list 

� Oil, inclusion of oil in the offering list 

� Thp*, reference to ‘every pure thing’ 

� Gli*, association with Thp of ‘on which the god lives’ 
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For the Tableau Database: 

� Tog, the owner and his wife seated together 

� Mft*, the owner displaying rolls of fat 

� Mhe*, the owner’s hand extended towards the offering table 

� Mwg*, the type of wig worn by the owner, exposing his ears or otherwise 

� Mcl*, the owner wearing a collar 

� Sch*, woman seated, together with or separated from the owner 

� Sss*, chief woman’s dress with shoulder-straps 

� Shs*, woman’s hand on man’s shoulder 

� Sst*, chief woman standing 

� Skn*, woman kneeling 

� Slw, chief woman’s wig with lappets 

� Sss*, chief woman’s dress with shoulder straps 

� Shs*, the woman’s hand(s) on the owner’s shoulder(s) 

� Pli*, the style of plinth under the legs of the owner’s seat 

� Plt*, lotus flower decoration on the owner’s seat 

� Pmi*, a mirror under the seat 

� Jxx*, presence of offerings (one of the added variables not listed above) 

� Ghb*, haunch of beef among the gifts 

� Gvg*, bunch(es) of vegetables among the gifts 

� Glt*, lotus flower(s) among the gifts 

� Glo, loaves (other than those of vertical form) among the gifts 

� Rlh*, owner’s wife or other woman labelled as ‘lady of the house’ 

� Rso*, owner’s son(s) depicted 

� Rdr*, owner’s daughter(s) depicted 

� Rmo*, male offering bearers depicted 

� Rms, male offering bearers’ heads shorn 

� Rmk*, male offering bearers wearing short kilts 

� Rfo*, female offering bearers depicted 

� Rfw*, female offering bearers wearing long wigs 

For the Miscellaneous Database: 

� Xsc, Sole companion title included 

� Xch*, Chamberlain title included 

� Xst*, Steward title included 
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For the Miscellaneous Database (cont): 

� Xsb, Sealbearer title included 

� Xop, Overseer of priests title included  

� Bxx, presence of biographical details (one of the added variables not listed) 

� Bmf, military feats included 

� Hxx*, festivals listed (one of the added variables not listed) 

� Fhm, Half-month festival included 

� P72, Prayer 72 included 

� P108, Prayer 108 included. 

Decision Tree and Key to Dating 

Using only the data from the significant predictor variables and the target variable, the 
ANSWERTREE program was used to examine each database in turn, partly to see how long 
the analysis would take, partly to see whether there was any interaction between the predictor 
variables. The analyses took so little time on the computer, and so little was learnt from the 
individual databases, that it was decided to include all of the data in a single combined database 
whether or not the predictor variables were significant. This allowed for the possibility of a 
predictor variable being non-significant individually but significant in interaction.  

The result was the Decision Tree shown in Chart 1. The original version of this chart is far too 
large to be included in this document (or, indeed to be used to be used directly in analysing 
stelae); it is included here on a much reduced scale. Larger versions of the first decision and 
separate arms of the chart are shown in Charts 1(a) to 1(e). The charts are printed as pages 13 
to 17 of this chapter. 

Each of the rectangles labelled as nodes in the charts represents a decision point. Within a 
node, each of the four lines marked by squares shows: 

• A cryptic label in the Category column representing, respectively, the reign of Senusret 
I, the reign of Amenemhat II, the period of the combined reigns of Senusret II and 
Senusret III, and the period of the combined reigns of  Amenemhat III and Amenemhat 
IV; 

• On the right under the heading n, the number of dated stelae analysed at that node from 
each of the periods considered; 

• In the middle, that number as a percentage of all the stelae considered at that node; 

The row representing the category containing the largest number of stelae has a faint outline 
around very pale shading. 

Thus the top node, Node 0, shown enlarged in Chart  1(a), records the complete sample of 70 
stelae: 

• 20 from the reign of Senusret I (aSt1); 

• 15 from the reign of Amenemhat II (bAm2); 

• 14 from the period of Senusret II and Senusret III (cSt2St3); 

• 21 from the period of Amenemhat III and Amenemhat IV (dAm3Am4). 
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The two lines of text below each node represent the best decision to be made at that node. 

• The first line is a cryptic reference to the feature on which the decision is made. For 
example, at Node 0 the feature is ‘osr’, a three-way separation of the stelae depending 
on whether the name of Osiris has a determinative (d) (16 cases), has no determinative 
(n) (35 cases), or is absent (19 cases). 

• The second line of text contains statistical information. The P-value is the probability 
that there is no real distinction between the stela in the two (or three) groups; it should 
normally be less than 0.12, and, in fact is less than 0.05 at every node. The other two 
figures are the Fisher Exact Chi-square value and the degrees of freedom on which the 
decision is made. The note at the end of the chapter explains the relationship in more 
detail, to allow this description of the Decision Tree to continue with minimum 
interruption. 

Each node may have two or more nodes below it, showing the split of the stelae resulting from 
the decision. Alternatively, it may not have any nodes below it because no further separation of 
groups of stelae can be made; such a node is a terminating node. Its contents are important in 
that they show the number of stelae that meet all of the criteria specified in the path leading to 
it. 

The successive decisions represented by this tree are as follows: 

• Node 0: The decision node described above, also represented at rhe top of Chart 1(a). 

• Node 1: A decision node, where the 16 stelae in which Osiris’ name has a determinant 
are divided into two further groups based on the kilt (mkt) worn by the stela owner.  

• Node 2: A decision node for those 19 stelae where Osiris’ name is absent, also based 
on the variable ‘mkt’, but which results in a three-way split.  

• Node 3: A decision node based on the format of the name of the town of Busiris (odd) 
for those stelae  in which Osiris’ name has no determinative. 

Each of these three nodes is further classified until the Decision Tree can thus be traced 
through all of its thirty nodes.  

A simpler way of expressing this set of decisions is in a Decision Table, the tabular format used 
by Nicholls (1969), in his key to determining the genera of Australian orchids. In this Decision 
Table, spread over Figures 5 (a), 5 (b) and 5 (c), which includes the complete set of decisions 
from the Decision Tree:       

• The asterisks (*) in the second column indicate that the observation in that row of the 
table is an alternative to that in the row above. At nodes 0 and 2 there are three 
possible observations. 

• The ‘segni’ (§) in the Go to column identify the terminating nodes. Those nodes 
without ‘segni’ are the decision nodes to which the particular feature points for the next 
decision. 

Comment 

In every case except one, Node 18, the terminal nodes represent single periods (the reigns of 
Senusret I - 45 years , of Amenemhat II - 44 years, the time of Senusret II and Senusret III - 
25 years , or the time of Amenemhat III and Amenemhat IV - 56 years) or two such 
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consecutive periods (Senusret I and Amenemhat II - 89 years, Amenemhat II to Senusret III - 
69 years, or Senusret II to Amenemhat IV - 81 years). Each node represents a continuous 
period. During the Twelfth Dynasty the range of features that appear in stelae evolve, and it is 
not surprising that an individual stela may be lagging behind the trend, and so appear to be of a 
later reign, while another is setting a new trend and appearing in an earlier reign. 

But Node 18 represents two separate periods, the reign of Senusret I and the time of Senusret 
II and Senusret III; the reign of Amenemhat II  separates them. Such a result, in iself, is 
meaningless. But any statistical approach is subject to errors; it can only point to probabilities, 
and some of its answers will not lie easily with expectations. Of the seventeen terminal nodes, 
only this one gives an anomalous answer, a result that is within the significance limit that was 
accepted at the beginning of the analysis. 
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COMPLETE DECISION TABLE  

Node  Observation Go to 
 

Conclusion 

0  The name of Osiris is written !<  or 
"< with the god determinative H  
 

1  

 * The name of Osiris does not appear in 
the text. 
 

2  

 * The name of Osiris arrears without any 
determinative. 
 

3  

1  The owner of the stela is wearing a 
long kilt or a short narrow kilt. 
 

4  

 *  There is no tableau in which the  
owner is shown, or his kilt is not 
clearly shown, or he is wearing a short 
stiffened kilt. 
  

5 § The stela is dated to the 
reigns of Amenemhat II, 
Senusret II or Senusret III. 

2  The owner of the stela is wearing a 
short narrow kilt or a stiffened kilt. 
. 

6  

 * The owner is wearing a long kilt, or 
his kilt is not clearly shown. 
 

7  

 * There is no tableau in which the owner 
is shown. 

8 § The stela is dated to the 
reigns of Amenemhat III or 
Amenemhat IV. 
 

3  The epithet ‘lord of Busiris’ includes 
the form6 6K  or 

f
fK or f6K or 

does not appear in the text 
 

9  

 * The epithet ‘lord of Busiris’ includes 
the form 6fK or 6f or 6K  
 

10  

4  The stool on which the owner is seated 
has a low back and cushion.  
 

11 § The stela can be dated to 
the reign of Senusret I. 

 * There is no stool in the tableaux, or 
the stool on which the owner is seated 
has no back and cushion. 
 

12 § The stela can be dated to 
the reigns of Senusret I or 
Amenemhat II. 

 
Figure 5 (a) 
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Node  Observation Go to Conclusion 
 

6  There is a tableau which occupies the 
full width of the stela. 
 

13  

 * There is no tableau which occupies the 
full width of the stela. 
 

14 § The stela can be dated to 
the reign of Senusret I. 

7  The sign c mnxt, ‘linen’ or ‘clothing’, 
does not appear in the list of offerings. 

15 § The stela can be dated to 
the reigns of  
Amenemhat II, Senusret II 
or Senusret III. 
 

 * The sign c  mnxt, ‘linen’ or 
‘clothing’, appears in the list of 
offerings. 
 

16 § The stela can be dated to 
the reign of Senusret I. 

9  Individuals named as friends of the 
owner are not included in the tableaux 
or listed in the text. 
 

17  

 * Such friends are included in the 
tableaux or listed in the text. 

18 § The stela is dated to the 
reigns of Senusret I,  
Senusret II and  
Senusret III. 
. 

10  The list of offerings is absent or does 
not include the phrase ‘all good and 

pure things’ followed by  j 3 11 (or 
variants), ‘on which the god lives’. 
 

19 § The stela can be dated to 
the reigns of Amenemhat 
II, Senusret II or  
Senusret III. 

 * The list of offerings includes the phrase 
j 3 11  (or variants), ‘on which the 
god lives’. 
 

20 § The stela can be dated to 
the reign of Senusret I. 

13  The stela is rectangular with a 
semicircular or low arcuate top.  
 

21 § The stela is dated to the 
reign of Amenemhat II. 

 * The stela is rectangular with a straight 
top or it takes the form of a false door. 

22 § The stela is dated to the 
reigns of Senusret I or 
Amenemhat II. 
 

17  Khnum is not included among the gods 
mentioned in the text. 
 

23  

 
Figure 5(b) 
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Node 
 

 Observation Go to Conclusion 

 * Khnum is included among the gods 
mentioned in the text. 

24 § The stela can be dated to 
the reigns of  
Amenemhat II, Senusret II 
or Senusret III. 
 

23  The signs D kA, ‘ox’, and X Apd, 
‘fowl’, (usually with plural w) are 
included among the offerings. 
 

25  

 * The signs D kA, ‘ox’, and X Apd, 
‘fowl’, are not included among the 
offerings. 

26 § The stela can be dated to 
the reigns of  
Amenemhat II, Senusret II 
or Senusret III. 
 

25  The list of offerings is absent or does 

not include the phrase  
B!
>e xt nbt 

nfrt, ‘every good thing’. 
 

27  

 * The list of offerings includes the phrase 
B!
>e  xt nbt nfrt, ‘every good thing’. 

28 § The stela can be dated to 
the reigns of  
Amenemhat III or  
Amenemhat IV. 
  

27  There is no tableau or there is a 
tableau of one, two or three registers. 

29 § The stela can be dated to 
the reigns from Senusret II 
to Amenemhat IV. 
  

 * The tableau is divided into four 
registers. 

30 § The stela can be dated to 
the reigns of  
Amenemhat III or  
Amenemhat IV. 
 

 
Figure 5 (c) 

Significance of signs: 

 * The observation in this row is an alternative to that in the row above. At nodes 
   0 and 2 there are three possible observations. 

 § The node so marked is a terminating node; the conclusion about the stela under 
  consideration is shown in the last column. 
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Note on the Statistics of the Decision Tree 

This note is aimed at explaining the three figures given under the feature at each decision point: 

• The P-value, a measure, based on the current analysis, of the significance of the feature 
in assigning a date to an undated stela. 

• Chi-square, a calculated value (described below) that, together with the degrees of 
freedom (the third figure), determines the P-value. 

• The degrees of freedom, df, the number of independent decisions that can be made in 
allocating stelae to the various classes (the era and the presence or absence of the 
feature).  

The simplest way to explain these figures developed in the analysis is to treat them in the 
reverse order because the P-value depends on the other two. 

At each decision point there is an underlying premise (the null hypothesis) that all four periods 
(whether they comprise one or two reigns) are alike with regard to the feature. This implies 
that the feature is present in each of the periods in the same proportion as it is in all the stelae 
taken together. The fact that the premise is sometimes obviously untrue (as, for example, the 
obvious change in the frequency of a determinative on the name of Osiris from the reign of 
Senusret I to that of Amenemhat III) makes no difference to its use in the calculations that are 
made. It is, in fact, the departure from the truth of the premise that is important.   

Consider an imaginary decision point at which there are forty stelae to consider and a two-way 
decision (presence or absence - the simplest case) to be made about a particular feature. 
Suppose that the number of stelae from each period that reach the decision point are: 15 from 
the reign of Senusret I, 10 from the reign of Amenemhat II, 5 from the period of Senusret II 
and Senusret III and 10 from the period of Amenemhat III and Amenemhat IV.  Suppose also 
that, of these forty stelae, 24 exhibit the feature and 16 lack it. 

The differences between the numbers in each period might be due to differences between the 
numbers of stelae for each period in the original sample, or due to changes in the proportions 
of stelae in the various periods because of decisions earlier in the analysis. The important point 
is that forty stelae are under consideration, and when the number in three of the rows is fixed 
the rest must fall into the fourth. Because the proportion of stelae with the feature in each 
period is fixed by the null hypothesis (the same for all periods), there are only three 
independent choices, or three degrees of freedom associated with the decision. 

Thus, for the premise to be satisfied, we would expect the numbers of stelae to be as shown in 
this table:  

Period Present Absent Total 
Senusret I 9 6 15 

Amenemhat II 6 4 10 
Senusret II & III 3 2 5 

Amenemhat III & IV 6 4 10 
Total 24 16 40 
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Now suppose that, in fact, the number of stelae falling into each classification is shown in the 
following table: 

Period Present Absent Total 
Senusret I 12 3 15 

Amenemhat II 7 3 10 
Senusret III/IV 1 4 5 

Amenemhat III/IV 4 6 10 
Total 24 16 40 

 

The sum of the numbers of stelae in each row is equal to the number in the same row in the 
table above, and the total numbers of stelae with the feature and lacking it are the same.  

Is this arrangement significantly different from the null hypothesis? The obvious approach to an 
answer would be to calculate the differences between the expected and actual results, as shown 
in this table:  

Period Presence Absence 
Senusret I 3 -3 

Amenemhat II 1 -1 
Senusret II/III -2 2 

Amenemhat III/IV -2 2 
 

If the figures in the cells are added together, the result is zero for each row and each column, 
which is not helpful. Squaring the numbers makes them all positive, and dividing by the 
expected values helps to see the relative importance of the differences, as follows: 

Period Presence Absence 
Senusret I 1.00 1.50 

Amenemhat II 0.17 0.25 
Senusret II/III 1.33 2.00 

Amenemhat III/IV 0.67 1.00 
 

The sum of the numbers in the cells (7.92 in this case) is the value of Chi-square, a measure of 
the departure of the actual figures from those expected.  

Taking this Chi-square value together with the number of degrees of freedom (three in this 
example, as shown above), the P-value is found from tables. The result is almost exactly 0.05, 
or 5%, which indicates that there is only a one-in-twenty chance of the actual result occurring 
by chance under the null hypothesis. In other words, there is a significant difference between 
the proportions of the stelae with the feature in the four periods. This would usually be 
expressed as the result being significant at the 5% level.  

As with any statistical prediction, a particular result might be wrong but, over a  large number 
of stelae, using the feature in the dating of an individual stela would be  right about 95% of the 
time. Taking all the P-values together along any of the branches of the Decision Tree indicates 
that the series of decisions should lead to a right result about 90% of the time.      
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Chart 1 
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Chart 1(a) 
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Chart 1(b) 
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Chart 1(c)  
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Chart 1(d) 
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